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Manus Variability Study: 
Representativeness of the 
ARM Manus SiteARM Manus Site
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Radiometer comparison during AMIE Manus showed at 
least 30 minutes less clear skies 7 km inland than 
standard ARM Manus site on about 10% of days.

Two radiometer sites during AMIE Manus



Additional low, scattered clouds at AMIE site occur 
only when AMIE site is downwind (easterly, 

th t l i d ) f t d d ARM itsoutheasterly winds)  from standard ARM site.  



Conclusion: ARM Manus site is not 
significantly impacted by island, but inlandsignificantly impacted by island, but inland 
areas could have up to additional -20 W/m2

SW cloud radiative effect. Satellite studies?SW cloud radiative effect. Satellite studies?



Discovery of Frequent Manus 
Nighttime Shallow Inversions
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Inversion Detection

Use 1-sec data
Ignore sfc manual value

No software interpolation
11-point running slope 
calculation
Neg slope and at least 
0.5OC increase within0.5 C increase within 
lowest 7 mb
11 point slope change11-point slope change 
from neg to pos in lowest 
20 mb20 mb



Inversions 5 of 8 Sonde Times at Manus,
6 Months during AMIE-Manusg

- increases 0.25O C/mb (StdDev = 0.12O C/mb)
66% of the night and early morning (09 21Z sondes)

Slope of surface to 960 mb layer

- 66% of the night and early morning (09-21Z sondes)

p y

Slope of inversion layerSlope of inversion layer



Average 6 (+/- 2) mb Pressure Depth

6 mb ~ 45 50m
Pressure depth of inversion layer

6 mb  45-50m



Light Winds

NOTE: 10 m wind measurements

Slope of surface to 960 mb layer

Slope of inversion layer

Inversion strength greater for 
calmer winds

60% < 1 m/s
89% < 2 m/s/



Relative Humidity

84% of time RH>80%Surface RH



Vapor Pressure

Local Time

Vapor pressure

Wind speed

D d t h f ti

p p

Decrease due to haze formation



Summary

Manus night time inversions
Occur 66% of time for 5 of 8 sondes
Avg 0 25 C/mb and 6 (+/- 2) mb deep (about 45-50m)Avg 0.25 C/mb and 6 (+/ 2) mb deep (about 45 50m)
Gan also has inversions, but less frequently (30% for 4 of 8 sondes) and 
not as deep (4 +/- 1 mb deep)

C d b di ti l li d l i dCaused by radiational cooling and calm winds
RH>80% for 84% of time (08-21Z)

Causes haze formation and slight vapor pressure decrease last half of g p p
night

Implications?Implications?
No discernible effect on column water vapor or CAPE calculations, etc.
These low level inversions likely NOT occurring over nearby ocean 
surfaces
Thus be careful when using them for ocean-atmosphere exchange 
studies



AMIE/DYNAMO Radar ProductAMIE/DYNAMO Radar Product
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Benefit of Multiple Radar Platforms: 
Detect allsky conditions and cross-comparisony p

KAZR cloud radar provides 
detail vertical structure of most 

Cloud Radar

clouds up to light rainfall, but 
signal attenuates in heavier rain

Signal sometimes cannot S g a so et es ca ot
reach cloud top  erroneous 
“clear-sky”
Underestimate Ze in

C-band Radar

Underestimate Ze in 
moderately precipitating 
clouds  bias cloud 
microphysics retrievals

S-band Radar
p y

Large impact in cloud 
radiative heating estimates

heavy rain
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Merged Cloud-Precipitation Radar Product

Improved cloud-top height and Ze profiles in precipitating clouds

KAZR

+
S-Pol

+

M dMerged

Attenuation
Corrected
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Merged Product improves cloud 
radiative heating rate retrieval

PrecipitatingPrecipitating 
clouds

LW: +23% cooling 
( 17% i )

LW SW

(+17% warming) 
above (below) 10 
km
SW 23%

NET

SW: +23% 
heating (-80% 
cooling) above 
(b l ) 7 k(below) 7 km

Combined S Pol/KAZR/Lidar for all sky microphysics (COMBRET)Combined S-Pol/KAZR/Lidar for all-sky microphysics (COMBRET) 
and radiative heating rate retrievals
Reference: Feng et al. (2014) JTECH
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PNNL CombRet Product

AMIE/DYNAMO special merged 
d C bR t d t (O t

Example Retrieval

radar CombRet product (Oct 
2011 – Feb 2012): 
http://www.arm.gov/data/pi/71

Ze

3 TWP sites (Manus, Darwin, 
Nauru) CombRet retrieval

Water Content

Nauru) CombRet retrieval 
available for 10-years (Jan 2002 
– Feb 2012): 
htt // /d t / i/82

LW effect

http://www.arm.gov/data/pi/82

Includes 2 file sets:
SW effect

Includes 2 file sets: 
Cloud microphysics 
Radiative flux and heating 
rates

Water Path
rates
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Detrainment moistening, convection 
transitions and the initiation oftransitions and the initiation of

Madden-Julian Oscillation
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Introduction and Objective

Hypotheses on mid-tropospheric moistening

Moistening by local congestus clouds  

Uplift of entire moist layerUplift of entire moist layer 

Objective: understand the processes responsible for the rapid 
id h i i i l di l l h llmid-tropospheric moistening leading to large-scale shallow to 

deep convective transitions associated with MJO initiation and 
eastward propagation using AMIE/DYNAMO observations andeastward propagation using AMIE/DYNAMO observations and 
high-resolution regional modeling. 
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Moisture and Clouds

H l l ti h idit fil li (% t i d) it d ith

Shallow and congestus clouds moisten the low and mid-troposphere respectively.

Hourly relative humidity profile anomalies (%, symmetric removed) composited with 
respect to the time of the detection of each cloud type defined as day = 0. 

Shallow and congestus clouds moisten the low and mid troposphere respectively. 

The low and mid-troposphere are moist 1-2 days before deep convection.

But whether this moistening is due to just the local congestus or some other

December 11, 2013 21

But whether this moistening is due to just the local congestus or some other 

process is not clear.   



Model simulation of the 2011 MJO episodes

Rain rate (mm/hour) averaged 
between 5oS and 5oN. 

A two month long simulation. 
3-km resolution
ERA-Interim surface, initial and 
boundary condition,  Initialized only 
once. 
Boundary conditions updated every 
6 hours.  
A i d M i i h i

Th d l t th t b d MJO i d f i l ll

A revised Morrison microphysics 
scheme is used.   

The model captures the two observed MJO episodes fairly well. 
Precipitation over eastern Indian Ocean overestimated for the November MJO.
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Identification of Convective Transitions in Model

Simulated radar reflectivity is used to track individual convective clusters 
Definition: Systems whose initial 0-dBZ echo-top height is below 6 km areDefinition: Systems whose initial 0 dBZ echo top height is below 6 km are 
defined as:

Transitioning: If they deepen to above 6km deep for at least 3 hours.
N t iti i Oth i

T i i i

Non-transitioning: Otherwise.   

Transitioning

Transitioning
convection

Non-transitioning

convection

E l ti f E h t h i ht f t iti i
Dense populations of transitioning cells 
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Evolution of Echo-top height for transitioning 
and non-transitioning convective cells. are associated with both initiation and 

propagation of the MJO episodes. 



Methodology

Environmental conditions preceding transitioning and non-
transitioning shallow precipitation features are averaged at large
(200kmx200km) and convective (20kmx20km) scales. 

To estimate the sensitivity of convective transitions to a variable: 
The 4,600 cases of transitioning and non-transitioning precipitation features 
are sorted by the increasing value of the variable of interest.

Then they are partitioned into 23 bins containing 200 cases each.

The fraction of transitioning cases in each bin is calculated. 

This is done separately every height level. 

December 11, 2013



Transitions most sensitive to large-scale 
relative humidity between 4-6 kme at e u d ty bet ee 6

TOP: Relative humidity (%) averaged 
over 200kmx200km box centered at the 
location where a convective cell is 
detected, 6 hours before the detection. 
The corresponding fraction of 
transitioning cellstransitioning cells. 

BOTTOM: Mechanism of Moistening
The shading is relative humidity (%) theThe shading is relative humidity (%), the 
black contour is meridional wind (ms-1 ) 
and the white lines are hydrometeor 
content indicating the locations of clouds. 
Transition to deep convection will take 
place at the location of the dashed line in 
six hours. 

Transition to deep convection is most sensitive to large-scale relative humidity 
at about 4km level. 
Mid level moist air detrained from convection hundreds of kilometers away

December 11, 2013 25

Mid-level moist air detrained from convection hundreds of kilometers away 
affect transition in the MJO. 



Summary
AMIE/DYNAMO observations and regional cloud permitting model 
simulations used to identify mechanisms for transition from shallowsimulations used to identify mechanisms for transition from shallow 
to deep convection associated with the initiation and propagation 
of MJO

Large-scale mid-level detrainment of moisture from convection as 
far away as the ITCZ may well play a more important role in the 
h ll t d ti t iti th ti lshallow-to-deep convection transitions than convective scale 

processes and large-scale uplift

Moistening from
detrainment

Ocean surface
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Mechanism of Convective 
Organization by Cold Pools 

Feng et al. (2014), in preparation
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High-res WRF Simulation

Real-world simulation in 
large domain to obtain cold

Model Setup
large domain to obtain cold 
pool statistics

Period Nov 1 – 20, 2011

Domain 1000 x 500 km

Horizontal res 500 mHorizontal res. 500 m

Vertical res. 50 m (lowest 1 km)
40 levels

Microphysics Thompson

Forcing ERA-I 6-hourly analysis

PBL UWPBL UW

Surface MO
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Intersecting cold pools produce 2x more 
clouds due to stronger secondary updraftclouds due to stronger secondary updraft

Isolated IntersectingIsolated Intersecting Isolated IntersectingIsolated Intersecting

95 percentile95 percentile

I t ti ld l t i ~2X l dIntersecting cold pools trigger ~2X more new clouds
Because of 30-50% stronger updrafts at the LCL/LFC, but only at 
high percentiles (>95%)

29

high percentiles (>95%)



Deeper clouds formed at intersecting 
bo ndaries d e to larger clo d cl stersboundaries due to larger cloud clusters

Intersecting cold pools produce significantly deeper clouds
Not because of stronger updraft at LCL, but because of reduced distance g p ,
between clouds (or more dense clouds) and hence weaker entrainments of 
environmental air 30



Schematic of Wider and Deeper Clouds 
formed at Intersecting Cold Pool Boundaries

Intersecting Cold PoolsIsolated Cold Pools

formed at Intersecting Cold Pool Boundaries

Entrain 
Dry Air

Intersecting Cold Pools
Entrain

Moist Air

Isolated Cold Pools

Precipitation
Precipitation Precipitation

Precipitation

Dry Moist
O S f

Downdraft
Dry DryMoist

O S f

Downdraft Downdraft

Dry Moist Surface WindSecondary Updraft

Ocean Surface Ocean Surface

Clouds formed at regular cold pool boundaries entrain drier environment air, 
are shallower and more disorganized
Clouds formed at intersecting cold pool boundaries are closer to each other,

31

Clouds formed at intersecting cold pool boundaries are closer to each other, 
entraining moist cloudy air, hence become larger and grow deeper into 
organized convection



Summary Thank You!
PNNL MJO Research activities include:

U d t di b tiUnderstanding observations
Analyses (both observations and modeling products)
Modeling development and testing
Use of modeling to test ideas

Encompasses our “measurements to models” paradigm
W k t hWork not shown:

Surface radiation budget and cloud amounts by MJO phase (AMIE & long 
term)
Testing of WRF model convective parameterizations, improving 
microphysics schemes

Ongoing work includes g g
Examinations of model moist entropy budget and gross moist stability 
influences on MJO
Analysis of radiative heating rate profiles by MJO phase (AMIE & longAnalysis of radiative heating rate profiles by MJO phase (AMIE & long 
term)
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